NANA SUSTAINABLE ENERGY PROJECTS

NANA is investing in several ways to mitigate the effects of the energy crisis through a combination of the following strategies:

* Conservation
* Energy efficiency
* Development of village power and energy sources including: wind, geothermal, solar, biomass, natural gas and hydropower

Deploying a combination of these strategies has the greatest potential to offer relief to the residents of Northwest Alaska.

In 2008, NANA joined with fellow Northwest Arctic Leadership Team (NWALT) members to create a plan to decrease regional dependence on imported fossil fuels. Northwest Alaska has many options when it comes to producing local and renewable energy, NANA and our subsidiary, WHPacific, Inc. are partnering with tribal, regional and statewide organizations to explore and develop these sources of energy. NANA is the annual recipient of sustainable and energy-efficient housing design funding which is passed on to Northwest Inupiat Housing Authority (NIHA).

NANA Regional Corporation resources: 907.442.3301 or call toll free in Alaska at: 1.800.478.3301 email us: naturalresources@nana.com
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Our Resources. Our Future.